




Social networking is built on trust. Designed for 
human interaction, social media allow you to 
directly interface with others. Social networks 
allow you to form a network of associates, 
friends, relatives, and even acquaintances. These 
enable you to share about certain aspects of 
your daily life, allowing you to form intimate 
relationships with others bound by trust.

Cybercriminals have learned to abuse the 
element of trust that social media evoke to 
prey on you. They take advantage of your 
relationships to get you to click malicious links 
or download malware. Facebook, for instance, 
blocks 200 million malicious actions like linking 
to malware every day.

To help you evade becoming a social media 
threat victim, take a look at some of our tips.



Facebook currently has 845 million active users worldwide, 
483 million of whom access the site daily. Cybercriminals looking 
to take advantage of the site’s considerable user base have made 
Facebook a nest of socially engineered attacks.

THE THREATS: Socially engineered attacks lure you with 
fraudulent news, promos, as well as fake themes and apps. 
Personalized messages spoofing your friends or popular celebrities 
tempt you into clicking malicious links. Fake users ask you to add 
them to your contact list.

THE DANGERS: Besides being vulnerable to survey scams and 
system infection, your personal information may also be stolen and 
used for malicious purposes. Your own Facebook account may even 
perform unauthorized actions like posting automated updates  
and liking pages. Your financial and other accounts, should  
these have the same password you use for Facebook, may 
also be compromised.



Recent Facebook threats:

•	WHITNEY HOUSTON: Hours 
after news of Whitney Houston’s 
demise broke, fake links promising 
video footage of her death led users to 
survey scams.1

•	 LADY GAGA: A fake link promising 
a BBC video report on Lady Gaga’s 
supposed death led to a survey scam.2

1 http://blog.trendmicro.com/cybercriminals-leverage-whitney-
houstons-death/

2 http://blog.trendmicro.com/facebook-scam-leverages-lady-
gagas-death-bypasses-https/
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                 Twitter’s 300-million-user-strong-popularity 
                        stems from the fact that it allows everyone to send  
                        and read updates, aka Tweets, in 140 characters or  
                   less. The bite-sized form of social networking Twitter 
    allows made catching up with friends, relatives, and even 
celebrities quick, simple, and easy.

The unique character limit and Twitter’s mainstream popularity 
urged cybercriminals to misuse and abuse the site for malicious 
schemes.

THE THREATS: Fake apps that push your account to send out 
Tweets that contain shortened links, which lead to system infection 
on its own.

THE DANGERS: You may inadvertently find yourself spamming 
Tweets that spread threats, infecting your friends’ systems with 
malware, too.



Recent Twitter threats:

•	VOUCHER SCAMS: 
Tweets with the hashtag,  
#mcdonalds gift card, contained a shortened 
link that led to an adult site.3

•	 FAKE APPS: Followers Monitor v1.01, supposedly a Twitter app 
that can keep track of people who unfollowed users instead took 
control of their accounts.4

•	MALWARE: Malicious shortened links on Twitter led to sites 
that hosted Bitcoin-harvesting malware.5

3 http://blog.trendmicro.com/mcdonalds-gift-card-spam-on-twitter/
4 http://blog.trendmicro.com/new-unfollowed-you-scam-hits-twitter-trending-topics/
5 http://blog.trendmicro.com/malicious-links-on-twitter-lead-to-bitcoin-mining/
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You should always keep two things in mind when browsing social 
networking sites—what you see and what you share.

When posting updates, always ask yourself: “Is the information 
I’m about to share really worth sharing? Will I be okay if future 
employers, family members, and friends see it? What if total 
strangers see it?” If any of the questions evoke a “No,” you may 
want to rethink your update.

                             The same goes for what you see. Ask yourself if a  
                                  link is really worth clicking. Evaluate links you  
                                      may fancy. If curiosity gets the better of you,  
                                          try looking for more reliable and  
                                              trustworthy sources.

                                                     The threats we mentioned are just  
                                                          some of the many dangers  
                                                               you may face. Others like  
                                                                   inappropriate content can  
                                                                       also hurt you. What you  
                                                                        share can just be as  
                                                                       harmful.

                                                                                      *For more information on online privacy,  
                                                                                check out our e-guide, “Be Privy to Online 
                                                                            Privacy.”

http://about-threats.trendmicro.com/ebooks/be-privy-to-online-privacy/
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Research firm, Javelin Strategy & Research, examined the  
way people behave in popular social networking sites. It  
found that those with public profiles were more than  
likely to share specific personal details like:

•	 Birthday (68%)

•	 High school (63%)

•	 Phone number (18%)

•	 Pet’s name (12%)

Note that prospective employers rely on these details  
to verify future employees’ identities. Letting these fall  
into the wrong hands can therefore severely  
compromise your identity.6

6 https://www.javelinstrategy.com/news/1314/92/Identity-Fraud-Rose-
13-Percent-in-2011-According-to-New-Javelin-Strategy-Research- 
Report/d,pressRoomDetail
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          Be wary of clicking shortened links from  
         unknown accounts. Always try and verify shortened 
           links before you actually click them. Twitter’s web client allows 
you to preview shortened links by hovering your cursor over them.

                 Only befriend or follow people you’ve met  
                in real life or whose accounts you’ve  
                verified. Never follow anyone you may not know in 
     real life or have no mutual friends with. If you must follow  
     celebrities or public identities, see if their accounts have first  
     been verified by the social networks they’re in.

            Read the security settings of the  
            site you are signing up for. Social 
                networking sites are aware of the threats  
that cybercriminals spread on their  
networks. Most have even rolled out  
built-in security features to help combat  
threats. Explore these fully and  
enable them as soon as you can.
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            Use hard-to-guess passwords.  
             Use phrases of more than three words. 
                They’re much easier to remember than 
complicated words formed using a combination of 
letters, numbers, and special characters.

                  Privacy is a commodity, don’t  
                  waste it. If you’re worried about 
                      anything on your personal pages  
        ending up in strangers’ hands, set your profile  
        to “Private.” That way, only your trusted  
        contacts can see them.

                       Group your contacts. This 
                               helps limit what each group of  
                              contacts see on your personal  
               pages.
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